2002 silverado problems

Worried about potential repair costs? An extended warranty can provide peace of mind. See our
lemon odds and nada odds page to see vehicles with no repairs or vehicles with more than
three repairs. To see how frequently Chevrolet Silverado problems occur, check out our car
reliability stats. Silverado See most expensive repairs Worried about potential repair costs?
Chart based on 48 repair trips. The repair cost chart excludes repairs made under warranty,
do-it-yourself repairs, and repair trips that include maintenance. See repairs for all Chevrolet
Silverado model years. Steering column replaced. Heated outside mirrors. Passenger side
replaced because it was cracked. The other had to have the heating element replaced. Tighten
bolt on exhaust manifold. Replaced parts but did not fix the problem. Will have to take to dealer
to be diagnosed. Dec km Rocker panels rusting out. Was out of town shop took longer than
budgeted. One failed the other one was going. ABS was inoperable at low speeds. Found inner
tie rod end worn and needing to be replaced. Replaced transmission under repair shop
warranty. Brake rotors needed turning. New Brake pads. Replaced a front hub assembly. The
alternator went out when I was home. I replaced it myself. ABS and brake lights still on,
dealership said it was my e. It shouldn't affect anything. A week later my brakes locked up and I
went sideways I was doing less than 30mph. Intermediate shaft lubed per service bulletin,
dealer eventually replaced shaft. Fuel level sensor replaced. No damage to main pinion or
spider gears. Water pump replaced. Fuel line rusted and leaking. Mechanic replaced portion of
line that was leaking. Oct km Both spring shackles broke off. At this point deciding on getting
rid of vehicle and buying something else as body rust and component corrosion is becoming an
issue. Nov km Both rear spring shackles broke rust. Due to the amount of rust on the vehicle I
decided to scrap it. Chevrolet Silverado in Florida, United States Jun - Sep Jul km driver's side
electric window motor replaced. Cut a hole in the bed for access door. Electric window motor
failed broke. Oct km Clunking muted noise in steering column. Non safety issue. Everything
was too rusty and worn out. New rotors, pads, shims, emergency brakes. Just rusted beyond
safe use. Piece of junk. See TrueDelta's information for all Pickups. See TrueDelta's information
for all Chevrolet models. Steering column rattle. Would not run smoothly after starting in cold
weather. Had to replace fuel pump. Wheel speed sensor failure caused from roadway deicing
treatments. Transmission failed again. Radiator hose failure, leaking quite a bit. Rear seal had to
be replaced. Fuel pump went out getting on the freeway. ABS and brake lights on. Front
Passenger wheel hub replaced. Only problem over , miles was steering column knocking. Brake
line failed because of rust, both rear calipers replaced because of seized bleeders. Water pump
leaking. Both spring shackles broke off. Both rear spring shackles broke rust. Fuel pump failed,
changed fuel filter before and after pump replacement. Rear brake calipers and rear brake
shoes. Steering intermediate shaft. Rotor were all pitted beyond any hope of repair. Bernie: Well
this vehicle came to us, it was running rough and there was some issues that we eventually
determined with the fuel injectors but basically the engine was shaky, was making noises and a
bit of acessive smoke. Bernie: Well bad fuel injectors will do a number of things. Also starting
problems to the engine just takes a long time to start. So those are some of the symptoms of
bad fuel injectors. So this vehicle, our client purchased it about, I believe, about 6 months ago,
he found this huge truck, we did an inspection, looked great from what I remember it seemed to
run pretty well so he bought it. But he did it, did a great job, put it back together, started it up
and it ran fine for a bit and then he said after a while it started running like really rough and
there was a pretty bad knocking noise in the engine. Yeah, so what caused these injectors to go
bad? The job he did was good. We had to do some diagnosis to figure out what exactly was
happening. So after great amount of, a little more work we determined that the injectors we all
likely bad, had them sent out for testing and sure enough, all eight injectors had a similar
problem in the certain range of fuel delivery, that all of them were defective. So the thing with
diesels, as long as you have good compression in the engine, usually the injectors just make all
the difference. This is a Silverado, you know similar to the truck we worked on, great vehicle,
super reliable, there is nothing bad I can say about these trucks, really good overall. I mean of
all the big three manufacturers, these are definitely our favourites in our shop because a lot less
goes wrong with them than the others. Again, this would be my choice for a diesel to buy. Mark:
So there you go, if you are looking for service for your Duramax diesel in Vancouver, the guys
to see are Pawlik Automotive. Thanks Bernie. In order to provide an estimate , a diagnosis is the
next step! Mark: so what are some symptoms of bad fuel injectors? Mark: Wow. So is this a
common issue with fuel injectors for diesels? Mark: So ok, a bit of fun there, two sets of
injectors later, how does the truck run? Mark: Any finally I guess, how are Duramax diesels?
Thanks Bernie Bernie: Thank you Mark. Let's Discuss Your Vehicle Book an Appointment Here.
We're here in Vancouver this morning in an increasingly chilly October, with Mr. Bernie Pawlik
of Pawlik Automotive in Vancouver. How are you doing this morning Bernie? Mark: So we're
talking trucks today, Chevy Silverado that had a transfer case problem. What was going on with

this Chevy truck? Bernie: So this vehicle came in for service. We do a lot of work on this
particular truck, and the owner had taken it on an exceptionally long trip across Canada and
back. If you look on a map, you'll see it's a long ways. It's a lot of driving. He came back, there
was a few issues with the truck. We looked at it, and one thing we found was that there was a
leak in the transfer case. There was an actual fluid leak in the transfer case, and the fluid level
when we checked it was exceptionally low pretty much right off the edge. Bernie: Well
interestingly enough, we found a little hole in the transfer case near the top there was an actual
hole, and we'll look at some photos in a minute and I'll show you that. But that's basically where
the fluid was leaking, it was actually a hole in the case housing. Bernie: Well we'll look at that in
pictures in a minute, but there are a number of ways holes can develop. You could hit a rock,
you could actually hit something with the transfer case. Or a strange circumstance, a rock could
actually fling up. It's pretty thin aluminum. The case of this one, it was actually wear from a part
inside that had been moving back and forth over, this truck has , kilometres, so over ,
kilometres this part, it's the oil pump, was moving back and forth back and forth, and eventually
put a hole through the side of the case. Bernie: Pretty much nothing. As I mentioned, we check
the fluid level and we basically found nothing in there. When we took it apart there was oil in it,
but no appreciable amount. There's supposed to be two litres of fluid in this case, there was
probably if you could scrape very drop of oil off the bearings and everything, there's probably a
couple of tablespoons at most. It was basically surviving with just lubrication that was on the
bearings themselves. Bernie: I do. Let's go right into those right now. To start, there is the rear
cover of the transfer case. You can see that okay? Bernie: Now if you look, it's an old dirty case,
but if you look in this are a specifically you can see it's a little cleaner, there's a little more dirt
and it's got some clean patches. So basically the hole is right over here, and I'll just close in a
photo that shows a better view of that hole, which is right there. There's our hole. Tiny little,
almost looks like it's meant to be there in terms of how nicely shaped it is. But that was our
hole, that's where the fluid leak. And it was at the top of the case, which is fortunate because it
had probably been leaking for a while and splashed out over a long period of time. So we'll go
back into some other photos. So here's the inside of the transfer case. This is after
reassembling it, so this is the transfer case chain. This is one of the main components of a
transfer case, this is the chain that basically allows the drive to go This shaft here will go to the
rear wheels. This connects up to the front drive shaft to drive the front axle, so that's how the.
Again, the chain and these gears are one of the main components of the transfer case once you
switch into four-wheel drive. To switch from high to low gear, down in this area of the case
there's a planetary gear there's a shift fork and that'll make an adjustment. So that gives you the
low gear range that transfer cases, most of them have. Here's the inside of that new housing.
We were able to replace this housing. And the wear was basically occurred in this region here,
from the oil pump, which sits in these four places here, it just has a little bit of movement and
over time, , kilometres, it just moves around a tiny bit, tiny bit, tiny bit eventually it just wore a
hole through the case. This replacement case is actually made of a better grade of aluminum
than the original, so it theoretically should never happen again. But the ironic thing is they
actually put these clips in, and we found one that was broken apart. There's a couple clips,
they're called case savers, and they're actually meant to prevent this from happening. But
strangely enough, they don't. It actually slapped around enough and wore the case saver and a
part, and then just wore it through the case. So this is kind of a useless piece, it's not really
important to replace. It doesn't come with the rebuild kit, you can get them but they're really not
an important item to use. Bernie: Well gear boxes do, they do get hot they get warm, but they're
not hot like an engine, so they can survive with just lubrication that's on the surface. It's hard to
know how much longer this case would've gone, but they can survive for a long time without
actually being full of oil. We've run into a number of transfer cases over the years where a
customer brings a vehicle in, it's basically got almost no fluid in it whatsoever, and we fill it up
and away it goes and it's no problem. I'm not saying I recommend that at all, you should always
keep it full because of course there was some wear inside this case, nothing major though. We
replaced all the bearings of course because we were in there, but there was nothing major worn.
All the gears were in good shape, the chain was in good shape. We replaced it anyways
because it's a good thing to do with that kind of mileage on it, it'd be kind of crazy not to change
the chain because they do stretch over time. But nothing really severely worn. The only other
major component we found, was one of the shift forks was worn and it has plastic tabs on it. So
over time that had worn, it's hard to say whether, chances are it was well lubricated it probably
would've been in better shape, but you never know if we would've taken it apart we might have
found it was still equally worn. Bernie: There's a variety of things that happen, and there're
different types of transfer cases. So this one, for instance, is a fully manual two speed transfer
case. It's kinda common on a lot of heavier duty type of trucks. So this is the one that has the

shifter on the floor where you have to mechanically move the shifter. A lot of transfer cases are
electronic. You don't even push buttons. It's all computer controlled, so it'll shift the four-wheel
drive or all-wheel drive, it'll make adjustments computer controlled. And then there are other
versions that are sort of semi-automatic. I've got a Suburban and it has basically a push button,
you push a button on the dash, it'll switch into four-wheel drive. And then you can switch into
low range, and again it's push button. And the way that's done, instead of having the lever on
the floor it basically has a motor. It looks kind of like a windshield wiper motor, and it basically
actuates the, moves the forks back and forth. That's actually a pretty common problem. The
actuator motors will go bad. The chains will stretch. Those are common things, and from time to
time bearings will wear also. But fluid leaks are probably the most common we see in it and
repair. And of course, if you fix a fluid leak you're preventing other damage. This is surprising
we caught this transfer case at the right time. Had he driven it for another few months, it for
sure catastrophic damage would've occurred. Bernie: They're all pretty much, I'd say they're all
fairly equal, at least as far as if we think of a North American truck style transfer cases. A lot of
them are made by New Process, which is a transfer case manufacturer. So there're different
grades in these transfer cases depending on if you have a half ton, three quarter, or one ton
vehicle. There are other brands as well, but there doesn't seem to be any particular, Chevy's are
better than Ford's or Dodge's, they're all kind of created equal, even amongst the imported
vehicles. But when things go wrong say with those BMW type of transfer cases, they're much
more expensive because the gear mechanisms are the same but the intricacies of how the other
components work are the shifting mechanisms are much more complicated. So I'd say they're
all, if you're thinking I'm only going to buy this vehicle because the transfer case is better, then
don't worry about. They're all created pretty much equally. Mark: So there you go. If you've got
any issues with your four by four in Vancouver, the guys to see are Pawlik Automotive. You can
reach them at to book your appointment. You have to book ahead, they're busy. Or check out
our website, pawlikautomotive. Thank you very much for listening to the podcast. Thanks
Bernie. In order to provide an estimate , a diagnosis is the next step! Bernie: Doing very well.
Mark: So where was the fluid actually leaking from? Mark: So how do you think a hole like this
could develop? Mark: So once you opened it up, was there any fluid in the case itself? Mark:
You have some pictures. Mark: Yep. Mark: So how could the unit survive without fluid in it?
Mark: So what are the most common problems you find with transfer cases? Mark: And are
there any transfer cases that are worse than others? Bernie: Thanks Mark, and thanks for
listening and watching. Let's Discuss Your Vehicle Book an Appointment Here. It is up in age
and has some mechanical problems that need to be tended to. It is reliable and comfortable to
most parts. It has a towing package that works really well and I have used several times. I
purchased it used. When purchasing an used vehicle make sure you check the mileage, test
drive them, and has a lot of questions like has it been in an accident. Amazing truck. Truly
reliable. This truck is a bit older but very durable. Car parts are easy to find and easily
replaceable. This truck has been through some stuff and still made it out ok. About a year ago
there we were caught in a flash flood. I'm talking extreme flooding. Even halfway submerged
this truck made it home safely and is still drivable today. I had a Chevy Silverado single cab 4. I
love my truck I love Chevy and GMC the only thing that I do not like about it is because it is a
and newer model it is fiberglass it's not like the older style trucks that are really made to last the
engine is so compacted and you cannot tell anything apart from what is what fuel pump all that
is expensive I love Chevy I prefer older vehicles the performance is excellent at handles curves
and heels and pulls really good. If you're looking for a good vehicle Chevy is the brand to go
with and of course a truck thank you. I really love the fact it's a truck and I can haul and tow
anything I may need. It also has a lot of space in the back seat for my daughter. I really like the
cloth seats as well because it does not burn my skin when I get in. Chevy is also a very reliable
brand motor wise and very easy to work on. It's just what I need. Only thing I don't like is it's not
four full doors. But we manage. It's never let me sit and I've only had to put a few minor things
on it. Fuel pump. And brakes. I've had it 4 years. It's been a good running truck. That's why I
bought another one. My current vehicle was passed down to me from my grandfather, it runs
just as great today as it did when I was a kid. I'm off to college this year and I'll need the extra
space for hauling all of my dorm furniture, it has withstood carrying bookcases from store to
home with no problems. Gas mileage is tough on any truck but with this one it holds up very
well and allows a poor college student to get through the month with little time at the gas
station. Not only has the truck withstood the winds of time it also remains an affordable vehicle
with plenty of space. I personally love all Chevrolet vehicles but I especially love my Chevrolet
Silverado it's an amazing truck. I've had some repairs but that was due to taking it off roaring.
It's a great truck and I would recommend to anyone! Five out of five stars for me. Love my truck
I've had very few problems. Basic fixes starter, alternator. After all the truck is 17 years old and

still running strong! It drives well doesn't use a lot of gas. Strong V-6 motor. Cold air electric
windows and I love my back sliding electric glass window. Overall I'm very satisfied with my
Chevrolet would buy a new one. The car is great for safety features. It feels strong, powerful,
and overall safe to drive. I would recommend it for anybody who needs space to move things
around as well. The back area is roomy and cam handle lots of weight. Overall, the car is great
to drive around during work days that require heavy lifting or just a night in the town due to its
stylish look. Has been a very dependable vehicle. Have had to do minor maintenance but no
major problems. Has great power and towing ability. Four wheel drive works excellent. Clear
coat has peeled and have heard that is a problem for this year model vehicle. Would highly
recommend. This truck is just great! Low maintenance and great for work or family fun! Very
dependable vehicle. It has a smooth ride. The only downside to this vehicle is the low gas
mileage which can make long trips expensive! Other than that I have no complaints!! Let's see,
where should I began. I bought it at a used car dealership. I jumped too soon into purchasing
this vehicle. Problems started immediately. Timing belt, electronically issues, headlight lamps
keep blowing out. The accelerator is messing up now. Had to get new tires. Not just regular tires
but custom tires. For example we have replaced: the brakes pads, fuel pump, water pump,
power steering line, hoses, belts, and regular oil changes. Nearly all repairs have been done by
my husband with the help of YouTube videos. The two truck features I like most would be the
driver seat position presets, since my husband and I frequently take turns driving it is as easy
as a touch of a button to adjust the seat back to mine or his setting. The seat warmer is a close
second, I am in Texas so although it sounds contradicting, it is perfect to warm up before
leaving in the winter since my Texan body absolutely dreads sitting on a cold seat during my
daily commute. I'd say it is a very reliable truck, and I love having it. Original catalytic converter
went out after 16 years, right hub have to be replaced for worm bushing, replace the fuel pump.
Overall ability of the vehicle is outstanding comfort ride good gas mileage, how to replace the
radio cuz the lights the radio went out order fill radio through ebay with a lot cheaper and going
through the dealer. My Chevrolet Silverado pickup is a good reliable vehicle with a , miles it has
comfortable cloth seats with room for six options of all wheel drive, racing engine and 6 foot
bed no major problems other than routine maintenance runs like a champ. The Chevy Silverado
is one of the most comfortable vehicles I have owned. The seats are perfectly cushioned for
long distance drives. While my vehicle is a less loaded model, I feel like I am riding in luxury. It
drives great, only issues I have had to address since purchasing it is the rear differential and a
wheel bearing, outside of normal wear and tear maintenance. It hauls like a charm. I couldn't ask
for a better truck. Only problem we've ever had was a computer sensor went bad. And we had to
replace back passenger side vent window. Kids throwing rocks broke it. It drives very well and
has plenty of room for 4 adults. The next pick up we buy will be another Chevy Silverado. Vent
blower in cabin makes noise. My truck is extended cab so I have to open the front door to allow
passengers into rear seat. The gas mileage is not the best especially in city. The performance is
lacking also. The engine could have more power and torque to move such a heavy truck. The
transmission has been constantly broken down and given me multiple problems. The security
or factory alarm sucks balls and is not good at all. The ignition system sucks balls and is very
easy to steal the vehicle. The overall truck needs improvement in the weight, suspension and
overall performance, cooling and mileage. Lt is a classic southern comfort. It drives and runs
like a brand new truck. Could not be more pleased with it as it is very reliable and beautiful. It
gets fantastic gas mile to be a v8. It is painted canary yellow with black leather seats that are
adjustable by the touch of button. Also it has the tilt steering wheel. I have had very few
problems. The only problems were a fuel pump and brake line replacement due to age of
vehicle. Great performance as far as fuel mileage and power. Very reliable and I take very long
trips in it. Seats are cloth and very comfortable. All controls and switches are in the right
positions. It has anti-lock brakes and has a tow package. Bought truck used, low miles, , 13 yrs
old when purchased, in great shape, just like new. Outside of normal maintenance, I have put on
all new brakes, and new tires. The vehicle runs great and have not had any issues. Has 6
cylinder engine and I pull a heavy boat with it, no issues. Live in Wisconsin. In minus 30
temperature has started every time and is kept outside. I am very happy with my purchase, and
have complete confidence will last me many years. Been lucky haven't had really any problems,
new tires, battery,water pump, always starts, it has over Miles on the motor,doesn't burn oil or
leak. A little ruff riding, starting to rust a little, as always sit outside. I think that's about it. Thank
you. After 50k miles I'm having issues with acceleration, fuel injection issues, rough idle
problems. Nothing that can't be fixed. Otherwise it's a great truck. Had the truck since had miles
on it when I got it now has almost , other than Normal up keep it hasn't really needed anything
else. Change Year. Owner Reviews See below. For Sale Near Me. Owner Reviews. Filter by:
Rating. Feature Reviews. Comfort Reviews. Fuel Economy Reviews. Performance Reviews.

Value Reviews. Interior Reviews. Problems Reviews. Safety Reviews. Reliability Reviews.
Search by keyword. Most Helpful. Most Recent. Highest Rating. Lowest Rating. Sharon J wrote
on November 18, Stephanie N wrote on November 9, Sarah N wrote on October 23, Meagan T
wrote on September 19, Shay K wrote on September 19, TJ S wrote on September 19, Sierra H
wrote on September 19, Brenda R wrote on September 19, Liz M wrote on September 19, John E
wrote on September 19, Becky K wrote on September 19, William R wrote on September 19,
Kathleen K wrote on September 18, Harold O wrote on July 15, James J wrote on July 15, Brie R
wrote on July 15, Brenda T wrote on July 15, Todd S wrote on July 15, Van V wrote on July 15,
Mary A wrote on July 15, Joe S wrote on July 15, Tom C wrote on July 15, Lorraine J wrote on
July 15, Wes W wrote on November 22, Jack B wrote on November 22, Continue to Overview.
Reliability indicates how models have performed in the past, providing the basis for predicting
how the vehicles will hold up in the year ahead. These charts provide the most comprehensive
reliability information available to consumers. Based on information received from our latest
subscriber survey, our reliability history charts give you a rundown on how used vehicles are
holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to
power equipment and the electrical system. Learn more about car Reliability. The Reliability
score is based on our latest subscriber survey of Chevrolet Silverado owners. The owner
comments describe problems respondents experienced with this vehicle. Antilock system ABS ,
parking brake, master cylinder, calipers, rotors, pulsation or vibration, squeaking, brake failure
or wear. Very expensive to fix. Disconnected system instead". To be expected with almost ,
miles". The brakes are working just fine so I am in no rush to have it replaced". Replacing one
front hub and bearing assembly cured the problem, but it is starting to return. May have to
replace the other front hub and bearing assembly. This caused premature pad wear and the
rotor was damaged from wear. I didn't consider this to be too unusual for a used 18 year old
truck with , miles on it. But instead of just pads, I replaced pads, rotors and calipers to complete
the job. Lost fluid. Had to be towed to repair shop. To car techs said it was ok. Finally after I got
it towed to a Chevy dealer they repaired the problem". Paint fading, chalking, cracking, or
peeling , loose interior and exterior trim or moldings, rust. Had to have the truck painted
completely". Just showing through". This actually started a couple years ago". Expensive to
repair". Rusted through". Due to road salt I have extensive rust in the rocker panels and cab
corners as well as the rear wheel wells". The rocker panels and fender wells are rusting out
because we live in a high salt usage area". Paint on hood, fenders and doors bubbling off from
rust under the paint, rear bumper is almost rusted off. The paint is blistering and the rust is
coloring the blistered paint. It affects the physical appearance of the vehicle. Very unsightly".
Easily repaired. Rockers and cab corners rusted away 2 yrs ago. I thought the compressor
should last more than miles. It was difficult to flush do the plastic clamps and plastic nipples
used to attach heater hoses to the water pump. I have had orings replaced twice, but I still hae
to add freon at least once a year". I had the system tested, and there were no leaks. They added
refrigerant and it worked for a few months. Not a drivability problem, and probably not a true
emissions issue, but would not be able to pass annual inspection with that warning. Main cost
was a way-overpriced charcoal canister. Called a tow truck and had it towed to a nearby
mechanic to fix". It seems that the fuel pump fails to stay sealed in the fuel tank. Once this
failure occurs, then problems with starting the truck begin. Eventually, for many the fuel pump
fails and must be replaced. Mine never made it that far, a damaged fuel line, combined with the
aforementioned fuel pump separation led to the fuel pump replacement". Restarted several
times but would not continue to run". Took 18 years to have my 1st problem with this vehicle.
It's been perfect. No joke! Shocks or struts, ball joints, tie rods, wheel bearings, alignment,
steering linkage includes rack and pinion , power steering pumps and hoses, leaks , wheel
balance, springs or torsion bars, bushings, electronic or air suspension. These shackles rust
prematurely and need to be replaced. Replacement is not easy since the frame end of the
shackle is riveted in place, and most times the bolts for the spring end are seized in the
bushing". I have been informed by my mechanic that the replacement rack and pinion is leaking
and should be replaced. I would have expected the replacement to have lasted for more than
two and a half years. My mechanic also has stated that this part is a remanufactured part and
new ones are not available. I would think that the company remanufacturing these would repair
them to like new condition. I do not look forward to having to replace th". No mechanic has
been able to identify the exact issue yet. It's only mildly annoying at this time". Mechanics can
never find the problem. Have had the wheels balanced over and over again but it has never
helped. About 50 miles from reactivation, a loud Left Rear Outer 4x4 shaft bearing started
making a loud noise. This noise tracks the vehicle speed not the engine or transmission speeds
It has not been fixed yet and the truck is parked until fixed to avoid any long term storage lack
of lubrication problems". It affects the ability to have conversation while driving. It is quite

bothersome. There are leaks around the windows. Gear selector or linkage, leaks, transmission
computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough shifting, slipping
transmission. This caused all transmission fluid to leak on the highway and the transmission to
stop operating. We had to be towed to a garage to repair the issue. Since truck is almost 18yrs
old, I think that's not too bad. Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts,
engine knock or ping, oil leaks. No evidence of burning oil from tailpipe, no leaks on
ground--just burning it up. Power or manual windows, locks and latches, tailgate, hatch or
trunk, doors or sliding doors, mirrors, seat controls, safety belts, sunroof, convertible top. The
plastic piece that connects to the metal hooks inside the tailgate is a problematic part. These
break all the time on trucks. The part should be redesigned to be more durable throughout the
life of the truck. This isn't only a GM problem. I have had this same issue with a Ford and have
seen it with Dodge, Nissan, and Toyota". Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque
converter, clutch replacement. Cause unknown. I had the transmission replaced with a
reconditioned and warrantied model. It is still under warranty. The tranny was slipping and a
complete rebuild was done along with new torque converter installed. Radiator, cooling fan,
antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat, overheating. Alternator, starter, hybrid battery and
related systems, regular battery, battery cables, engine harness, coil, ignition switch, electronic
ignition, distributor or rotor failure, spark plugs and wires failure. Really frustrating on a low
mileage vehicle!!!! Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or
supercharger, timing chain or timing belt. Finally oil pressure and major oil leak happened at the
same time. I have parked it and plan to put either a rebuilt engine or used". Cruise control,
clock, warning lights, body control module, keyless entry, wiper motor or washer, tire pressure
monitor, interior or exterior lights, horn, gauges, 12V power plug, remote engine start, alarm or
security system. Vehicle was towed to dealer for repairs. Muffler, pipes, catalytic converter,
exhaust manifold, leaks. Having it replaced this week. Bluetooth , voice control commands,
steering wheel controls, portable music device interface e. Reactivate now to get the
information you were looking for! If you feel you have received this message in error, please
view our customer care FAQs or access your account information here. Sign In. Become a
Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need further assistance? Please call Member Services
at Unlock Ratings. New Used Chevrolet Silverado Change Vehicle. The Silverado hasn't
changed much since its introduction and doesn't compete well with more modern designs. Its
highlights include a selectable four-wheel-drive system with a full-time mode and a high
payload capacity. But its powertrain isn't as smooth as some models, such as the Toyota
Tundra's or Nissan Titan's. Handling was ungainly, and the ride is stiff. Interior quality is below
par. There are 15 recalls on this vehicle. Learn More. Overall Reliability. Most Common Trouble
Spots. Common Trouble Spot. See all Potential Trouble Spots. View Recalls. Worse Better.
Overall Reliability Verdict. Engine Major. Engine Minor. Engine Cooling. Transmission Major.
Transmission Minor. Drive System. Fuel System. Electric System. Climate System. Body
Integrity. Body Hardware. Power Equipment. In-car Electronics. Show More Trouble Spots.
Show Fewer Trouble Spots. Based on information received from our latest subscriber survey for
about , vehicles, our reliability history charts give you a rundown on how through vehicles are
holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to
power equipment and the electrical system. NA indicates that we did not receive a large enough
sample size to provide data for a specific year. An X indicates that the vehicle was not
manufactured for a specific year. What Owners Say. To be expected with almost , miles" Larry
T. Paint fading, chalking, cracking, or peeling "the truck is 16 years old and over time the paint
has had fading problems" J C. Just showing through" Jerome S. This actually started a couple
years ago" Shawn L. Expensive to repair" Charles S. Due to road salt I have extensive rust in
the rocker panels and cab corners as well as the rear wheel wells" Jerome S. The rocker panels
and fender wells are rusting out because we live in a high salt usage area" J S. Very unsightly"
Dorothy T. I have had orings replaced twice, but I still hae to add freon at least once a year"
Anonymous, AR Chevrolet Silverado Base 5. Emission control devices includes EGR "Engine
warning light came on. Mine never made it that far, a damaged fuel line, combined with the
aforementioned fuel pump separation led to the fuel pump replacement" James H. Ball joints
"grease cup on ball joint split open so had to replace both assemblies with control arms.
Replacement is not easy since the frame end of the shackle is riveted in place, and most times
the bolts for the spring end are seized in the bushing" Mac M. This noise tracks the vehicle
speed not the engine or transmission speeds It has not been fixed yet and the truck is parked
until fixed to avoid any long term storage lack of lubrication problems" Alice R. Air or water
leaks "Window seals are old. Coolers and lines "The transmission Cooling line rusted and
failed. Mirrors "mirror brackets that allow mirror to move back and forth as when going through
an automated car wash, corroded and ultimately broke, necessitating the replacement of mirror

unit" James H. Transmission rebuild or replacement "Second gear went out, the inner shell was
busted.
check gages dodge ram
mazda 3 bose amp wiring diagram
2014 ram radio wiring diagram
Gauges "The speedo and other gauges quit working! Engine rebuild or replacement "Engine
oil at oil change was full of sludge on multiple oil changes. I have parked it and plan to put
either a rebuilt engine or used" Steve E. Starter "Starter went out. Muffler "The muffler
developed some small leaks after 18 years and , miles. See All Trouble Spots. Compare Models.
Similar Cars. Chevrolet Silverado Ford F GMC Sierra Toyota Tundra. This score shows whether
the model had more or fewer problems overall than the average model of that year, calculated
from the total number of problems reported by subscribers in all 17 trouble spots. Read Recall
Details. What should you do:. AT Potential Number of Units Affected: Hide Recall Details. Show
More. Check Vehicle for Unrepaired Recalls. Recall Look-up. Change Vehicle. Ready to Shop
Local Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. More From Consumer Reports. Make a Donation
Newsletters Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access to ratings and reviews.

